Hamilton Beach® TruCount™ 12 Cup Coffee Maker

Measures the Coffee for You – A unique integrated scale automatically weighs and counts the number of scoops added to the brew basket. No more forgetting how many scoops you’ve already done, resulting in consistent coffee every day. Simply pour ground coffee into the brew basket and allow the display to tell you how much coffee you have added.

Consistent Results – Achieve your desired brew strength every time. Since the ground coffee is measured automatically, each brew will be at its optimal ratio for your personal taste. Up to 16 tablespoons can be used for a stronger flavor. A front view water window allows for easy fill-up to accurately match the amount of grounds selected.

Three Brewing Options – Choose regular or bold brew strength depending on your taste. A special setting for one to four cups ensures a small batch tastes just as good as a full carafe of 12 cups.

All the Features You Want – Wake up to the aroma of your favorite blend; this coffee maker is programmable up to 24 hours in advance. Auto pause and serve lets you pour a cup before the brewing cycle is complete. The carafe can definitely serve a crowd. It holds 12 cups of coffee and features a mess-free spout for easy serving.

DETAILS

Product Name:
Hamilton Beach® TruCount™ 12 Cup Coffee Maker (Model 45300)
MSRP: $79.99
Availability: Sept 2017

Media Contact: Mary Beth Brault  I  804-418-8868  I  marybeth.brault@hamiltonbeach.com